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ABSTRACT

The use of self-monitoring programs as part of the 
rehabilitation process has been recent. This study intro
duced a self-monitoring exercise program in an existing 
rehabilitation program for recovery from metacarpophalangeal 
(MCP) joint arthroplasty. The pre-existing program con
sisted of heat treatments and exercise sessions in the 
clinic, The self-monitoring program consisted of two steps. 
One was the training the subjects, in the clinic, to record 
and graph an exercise, program that was to be done at home, 
Social reinforcement was given for graphing and the per
formance of the home program, The second step was the 
shifting the responsibility of planning the goals of the 
home program from the therapist to the subject in addition 
to the normal therapy given at the clinic„ Recovery data 
were collected for 6 months. The control group made no 
gains in ability to use their hand once released from- 
therapy (at 2 months) while the self-monitoring group 
continued to improve throughout the six months.
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INTRODUCTION

The self-monitoring literature is brief and dis
arrayed „ Reviewers (Thoresen and Mahoney, 197.4; Goldfried 
and Merbaum, 1973) have divided the self-monitoring research 
into several areas (which are: perspectives, theoretical 
bases, empirical studies, clinical studies, case studies, 
and outcomes of studies on self-control), Subjects (or 
clients) have been given the responsibility for parts of 
their therapy while under the supervision of their experi
menter (or therapist)„ Self-monitoring programs have been 
labeled variously as: self-modification, self-control, 
self-reward, self-punishment, self-determination, self
reinforcement, self-regulation, self-presented award, and 
self-monitoring, The programs may differ in specifics, but 
they are all similar in allowing the subjects of the study 
to observe, record, and respond to their own behavior in a 
consistent and data-based manner,

The applications are quite recent. Few have 
ventured in an ongoing program, Fordyce's (1971, p , 168) 
work was an attempt:

, , , to analyze the medical rehabilitation process
in behavioral terms in order to provide a basis 
for developing appropriate courses of action when 
so-called psychological or motivational problems 
occur in patient management. Major objectives 
are to provide the physician with an appreciation , 
of the implications for intervention' strategies
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and to examine and analyze the rehabilitation 
process from a learning point of view.

He was one of the pioneers in the establishment of 
behavioral techniques in the medical field. His applica
tions, to overcome patient resistance, due to pain, in 
performing activities of the rehabilitation process as well 
as subsequent programs, were developed by combining and 
testing procedures from very related and often overlapping 
areas of psychology.

Especially important were the areas that have been 
typically identified as contingency management, skills 
acquisition, and self-monitoring. These three areas of 
research overlap to a large degree, All three areas 
include, as part of the procedure, some feedback to the 
subject about how the subject is progressing. Feedback 
occurs as reinforcement, data on acquisition, and data on 
both the acquisition and the monitoring of one’s progress, 
respectively, Studies have been organized into these three 
overlapping areas on the basis of the following. Con
tingency management findings come from research that has 
been both basic and applied. The use of contingencies has 
been the way that the subjects' have found out about their 
progress. If they are making progress they are given 
positive reinforcement and if the subject is not making 
progress the therapist or experimenter does not reinforce 
or punishes, Secondly, it is not the subject, but someone



else, who is in charge of the contingencies„ The skills 
acquisition literature is different for three reasons. One 
is that there may or may not be any management of con*- 
tlngencies, by the subject or the experimenter. A second 
difference is in the manner of feedback. Feedback is 
direct and either in numerical or graphical format. The 
final difference is that skills acquisition literature is 
based on gains of motoric skills for some final goal other 
than therapeutic intervention. The third area, self'- 
monitoring, is very recent and differs in some slight degree 
from the other two. Self-monitoring research has dealt with 
applied therapeutic interventions, Feedback in the form of 
numerical or graphed data or both has been given to the 
subject either by himself or via the therapist. Con
tingencies may be used to manage the targeted behavior and 
maintain the procedure of self-monitoring,

The development of the current self-monitoring 
program occurred in three main stages. First, the evolu
tion of the self-monitoring field was examined to see the 
ways in which it has developed and responded to concurrent 
and overlapping research in the contingency management and 
the skills acquisition fields, Next the recent trends in 
the latter two fields were reviewed to see what changes t if 
any, should be made in the previous self-monitoring pro
grams, ‘ Thirdly, the self-monitoring program was made



specific to its use here: to see its effects on an exercise 
based recovery program.

Contributions from the Self-Monitoring Research
Self monitoring programs have been used in a wide 

variety of interventions. In reviewing the literature 
Goldfried and Merbaum (1973, p. 13) summarize self-control 
in the following manner:

1, A prerequisite of self-control is that it 
is the individual himself who determines his own 
special goal or outcome to be achieved , „ . ,

2, We assume that the strategies for self- 
control must be deliberately and consciously 
arranged to reduce the frequency of the un
acceptable target behavior. These strategies
may involve the enlisting of environmental support 
to enhance the attempts at self-control , . . ,

3, We view self-control as a functionally 
defined concept , . . ,

4„ , , , self-control cannot be regarded as a
global personality construct. Instead, self- 
control may be more appropriately viewed as 
referring to a specific response or perhaps class 
of responses, relevant to the alteration of 
certain maladaptive behaviors,

5, Finally, it is assumed that self-control 
does not emerge from any innate potential within 
the individual, but is acquired through experience, 
whether it be tria1-and-error or more systematic 
learning,

Goldfried and Merbaum report successful interven
tions with, anxiety reactions, deviant sexual attractionsp 
low pain thresholds and seizures„ The procedures have been 
combinations of contingency management principles with the • 
self-administration of autosuggestion, relaxation training,



aversive conditioning, and cognitive relabeling programs. 
Goldfried and Merbaum view self control programs as ones in 
which there is an attempt to teach the subjects how to gain 
better control over target behaviors. The subjects are 
thus trained to be their own therapist in this situation. 
The training of the subjects to control themselves is 
essential as it allows for the generalization of the 
control procedures to other aspects of the subject's 
behavior (Goldfried and Merbaum, 1973).

Thoresen and Mahoney (197 4) also reviewed the 
literature in the self-control field and concluded from the 
data that a person's ability to control his own environment 
is sufficient to motivate that person to act. They 
postulated that the ability to control one's own behavior 
has some reinforcing value of its own, and cite studies 
which show that self-administered reinforcement is more 
effective than an externally administered reinforcement. 
Thus the behavior of controlling oneself must add to the, 
reinforcing value of the reward„ After their review, 
Thoresen and Mahoney (197 4, p. 63) concluded that:

1, Individuals are not "naturally" accurate 
self-observers, Training , , . i s  essential . . , ,

2, The accuracy of self^recorded data varies.
„ , , Discrete behaviors and simple recording
systems appear to enhance self-monitoring 
accuracy,

3, , , „ self-observation represents a, crucial
preliminary stage in successful regulation , , , ,



4. . . . Unless supplemented by additional
behavior change influences . . ., self-monitoring
does not offer promise in the long term 
maintenance of effortful behavior „ „ „ .

5, The use of explicit goals, may or may not 
enhance the effects . . . .

Many of the studies that Thores^n and Mahoney 
(.1974) review reported success in reducing eating, smoking, 
and drinking behaviors, All these studies included in their 
procedures the daily entry of the behavior being monitored 
by the subjects and the subsequent contingent reinforcement 
given by the subjects. Some studies allowed the subjects 
to reset their goals, based on the data, when done in co
ordination with the supervising therapist.

The concluding remarks by Thoresen and Mahoney are 
based on a large number of studies. Much of the work is 
recent (since 1965) and a sampling of the evidence is in 
order „ Goldiamond (19 65) used self’-control procedures in 
four personal behavior problem cases: two marital cases, 
one poor handwriting case, and one lack of study case, He 
found that by specification of certain behavioral deficits 
or goals and having the subjects control their own progress, 
changes in behavior could be obtained. Goals were estab
lished during the sessions by both the subjects and 
Goldiamond, After being severely injured in an automobile 
accident, Goldiamond (1973) tried on himself the self? 
modification program he had devised, He defined the program 
as a combination of self "analysis and his previous research..



He reported that, as the subject of his study, it was hard 
for him to initiate and adhere to the program, and thus 
there is the need for an external source of control (as an 
experimenter or therapist) initially in any self-control 
program.

Bandura and Perloff (19 67) applied a self-monitoring 
program to a group situation. They found that groups which 
monitored their own achievement on a school test performed 
as well as balanced groups that were monitored by an 
external agent, .

A few clinical applications of selfr-monitoring 
programs do exist as potential models for future programs, 
Goldfried (1973) showed that the combination of self -r 

administered desensitization and reality counseling 
increased heterosexual activity« D 1Zurilla (1973) used the 
same procedure to reduce general anxiety response frequency 
as defined by the number of cigarettes smoked.

Meichenbaum, Gilmore, and Fedoravicious (1971) used 
a, package program to reduce another type of anxiety, speech 
anxiety. They found that by using desensitization training, 
insight therapy, or both, subjects were able to reduce their 
anxiety, They suggested that by making the subjects aware 
of their anxiety as causing the speech problems and by 
training the subjects in ways to both recognize and deal 
with their anxieties the subjects would be able to control 
their own anxiety and the related speech problems,



8
Rehm and Marston (19 68) showed that the subject's 

rate and accuracy of self-reinforcement by the use of 
hierarchical desensitization was more effective than the 
therapist's instructing the subject to work on his own 
program of reducing the number of reports of anxiety.

Self-^monitoring programs have been shown to be 
effective when used without external contingencies, 
Goldiamond (1965) suggests that an important aspect of self- 
monitoring is that it tells the subject what the target 
behavior is and what the subject's behavior is at the time 
the behavior was observed. Goldiamond used reality coun
seling as part of his procedure in order to make sure that 
the subject was aware of these two effects and that they 
were real effects. He reported that daily log entries were 
best suited for establishing the reality of the situation. 
One subject reported that this procedure allowed him to 
better understand the current situation and the reason for 
the changes, He could now see how the changes were 
functionally related to the final target,

Valins and Ray (1967) postulated that by manipula
tion of the cognitions about internal reactions one can 
reduce the subject's avoidance behavior, . By showing the 
subjects that they did not exhibit physical signs of 
anxiety when they neared a snake, subjects overcame their 
fears of approach. They concluded that this is one 
instance in which telling the subject the reality of the



situation and supporting that reality with data enabled the 
subject to change his(her) behavior accordingly. In later 
work with drug therapy Davison and Valins (1969) told a 
group of subjects that their behavioral changes are self^ 
attributed and that they had been on a placebo. This group 
of subjects reported less painful shocks in a posttest than 
did another group who were told that their behavioral 
changes were due to a drug. The self-attributed changes 
were harder to extinguish, They concluded that the subjects’ 
recognition of the functional relationship between their 
behavior and the cause of their behavior is the essentia,! 
element in self-monitoring work, Kanfer and Goldfoot's 
(.1966) follow-up study on some of their earlier research 
also supports this notion. They found that subjects in a 
self-control study reported that they had devised their 
own self-control procedures in a large number of the cases 
in the belief that their procedures would be more effective 
than those proposed by the experimenter.

Research on the effects of monitoring without 
reinforcement is sparce. It has been suggested, however, 
that monitoring the occurrence of a behavior will affect the 
rate of the behavior as long as the subject is aware that 
the behavior is being monitored, whether the subject or an 
external source is doing the monitoring, Thoresen and 
Mahoney (.1974) cite McFall in 1970 as an example of the 
type of behavior changes that can occur merely by the
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subject*s monitoring his own behavior. The experimenter 
arranged for independent observers to record the smoking 
habits of students in a class, After a baseline period the 
smokers were divided into two groups. One group recorded 
the number of times they smoked, The other group recorded 
the number of times they had the urge to smoke but did not 
smoke, Then there was a return to baseline. The inde*- 
pendent observers reported that the group of students who 
recorded their frequency of smoking showed an increase in 
smoking under the self-monitoring period, The group of 
students who recorded the number of suppressions showed a 
decrease in their frequency of smoking during the self
monitoring period. During the return to baseline condi^ 
tions the levels of smoking remained the same, McPall 
suggested that the changes were maintained either because 
the students continued to (at least mentally) record their 
own behavior, or because the students believed that they 
were still being recorded even though they were told they 
were not being recorded,

Concurrent Research in Contingency Management
' and Skills' Acquisition -
Goldiamond (1965, 1973) reported cases in which 

external reinforcement was contingent upon the subjects’ 
staying with the preset program, In order to obtain 
reinforcement a subject with a handwriting problem had to 
show continual improvements, Goldiamond was successful in
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his own program by 'requiring continual improvement in 
rehabilitation participation as the criterion for his 
reinforcement: active academic life. Bandura (1969) 
stressed the need for external reinforcement of behavior 
to introduce a behavior into the person's repertoire, or 
to maintain self-regulatory behaviors, or both, as parts of 
that behavioral repertoire as well,

Goldfried and Merbaum (1973) cited studies in which 
self-control programs used counterconditioning techniques 
and were effective in the treatment of alcoholism, smoking 
reduction, weight-reduction, removal of oppositional 
behaviors and reversal of deviant sexual behaviors. They 
stressed the need for the use of contingencies based on the 
initiation and early maintenance of a self-monitoring pro
gram, They reported that the initial reinforcement of 
going onto a self-monitoring program served to maintain the 
program until the process assumed its own reinforcing 
properties,. Goldfried and Merbaum cited the work of Ayllon 
and Azrin in 197 0 as evidence that verbal self-directions 
combined with reinforcement are more effective than verbal 
self-directions alone in controlling a behavior, Further
more, Goldfried and Merbaum reported that self-reinforcement 
is more effective when it is given for a behavior that the 
subject says is desirable than when self-reinforcement is 
administered for the occurrence of a behavior that is less 
desirable to the subject.
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Another variable that affects self-monitoring is the 

amount of modeling done. Studies in modeling reported by 
Goldfried and Merbaum showed that the use of models was 
very effective in establishing, vicariously, the level of 
reinforcement that was to be used, Subjects were found to 
reinforce themselves in accordance with what behaviors they 
saw others reinforcing in themselves, Bandura and-Whalen 
(1964) found that the more characteristics the subject and 
the model had in common the more likely the subject was to 
imitate the model; however, adults were found to be more 
effective models for children to copy in acquiring selft- 
reinforcement levels than were peers. They suggest that 
children are better able to accept adults as appropriate 
sources of reinforcement, since adults are the main source 
of reinforcement for children, •

Bandura's (19 69) early review of the self-rregulation 
work reported that behaviors are reinforced by the subjects' 
observation that they can control their own behavior, He 
agreed that external reinforcement is needed to establish 
and maintain a self-^regulatory program, Once the behavior 
has been established the continued performance of the 
desired target behaviors was said to be sufficient for the 
maintenance of the program.

One investigator (Goldfried, 1971) found that the 
trained behavior usually did not generalize across settings. 
The process of self-monitoring one behavior did generalize,
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however, to self ̂ -monitoring of another behavior. Thus, to 
promote generalization, one needs to train the subject in 
the theory and principles to enable the subject to implement 
his own programs in other settings in addition to the 
specific program.

Since many of the responses are new skills, the 
acquisition of these responses is dependent upon the 
variables from the skills acquisition literature, 
especially feedback, or the knowledge of results. All the 
self-monitoring studies except Goldiamond (1973) involve 
some external agent (therapist) as the source of initiation 
of the feedback loop. Usually feedback takes the form of a 
representation of the present status of the subjects’ 
acquisition of their new skill. Bilodeau and Bilodeau 
(1969) reviewed the literature on the feedback research 
and found that feedback is essential to the improvement of 
performance, E, Bilodeau (1969) reported that" increasing 
the amount of feedback during training reduced the number 
of sessions required to train a skill to a preset level of 
competency. I, Bilodeau (1969) reported that feedback also 
affects the final level of performance, Both reviews 
stressed the need for feedback to occur as soon as the act 
is performed and not during the performance as feedback 
during an act interferes with that act. They emphasize the 
need for the training to be as close to the real situation 
as possible to allow for the transfer of the skill to the
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real world„ Even though most of the work was with regard 
to military training they felt that it was generalizable to 
other areas in which the acquisition of a skill involves the 
gaining of control over an aspect of a person's behavior„

Goldiamond (1965) found that the weekly reporting of 
the data to the experimenter was sufficient for two 
reasons„ One was that it was frequent enough for the 
experimenter to track the subjects and their progress and, 
thus, monitor the program. The second reason was that it 
allowed the experimenter a large number of interactions with 
the subjects in order to reinforce them, socially, for 
recording and reporting their behavior and for staying with 
the program,

The use of weekly feedback is also seen in most of 
the studies reported by Thoresen and Mahoney (1974) and 
Goldfried and Merbaum (1973), Thoresen and Mahoney report 
a weight control study in which the experimental group made 
semi-rweekly reports for the first weeks and then reported 
weekly. Both groups (.experimental and the control which 
made reports weekly) made equivalent losses in weight. Most 
of these studies report that the subjects were socially 
reinforced by the experimenter for recording and reporting 
their data on a regular basis, In addition to social 
reinforcement for the data, Bilodeau and Bilodeau suggest 
that feedback appears to have the properties of a general
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reinforcer and, thus, the subjects' receiving of the feed
back acts to reinforce that reporting of the data.

Devising a Specific Self-Monitoring Program 
Thus far only parts of the self-monitoring process 

have been studied systematically, Once established, self^ 
monitoring procedures need to be tested and altered where 
they should be strengthened. The problem still remains of 
how and where to establish such a program. This topic has 
been the focal point of a few investigators whose research 
has ranged from general theory to specific intervention 
suggestions, This third stage in the development of a 
program has three main areas; the recommended steps in 
establishing a program, suggestions on the maintenance of 
the program and its reinforcement, and the evaluation and 
design of the program. Many of the cited investigators 
influenced the design of the procedures used in the current 
selfT-monitoring study,

Fordyce (1971) suggested seven steps in the estab
lishment of a program. These were to: (1) pinpoint the
target behavior, (2) define methods to record the behavior,
(3) record the rate of the behavior, (4) identify 
reinforcers, (5) schedule the rate of reinforcement, (6)
institute the program, and (7) maintain the program. The 
program should be specific to the individual subject,
Bandura (19 69) stated that the explanation of the steps to
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be taken in the program is also essential. The program is 
outlined with respect to the contingencies to be used, the 
progress from step to step in the program, the implications 
and reasons for each step and shift, as well as the 
clarification that the experimenter will reduce his involve
ment in the program over time. This explanation of the 
steps and the rationale behind the program is also urged by 
Kanfer (1973), In addition, he stresses the need for con
sistency in this task across subjects and the individualiza
tion of each program, Goldiamond (1973) is also in agree
ment with these stages and recommends the initiation of the 
program as soon as possible, even having the subjects record 
their behavior before the rehabilitation program begins.

There have been many ways in which previous self
monitoring programs have been maintained and the target 
behaviors reinforced, Fordyce1s and Goldiamond1s descrip
tions of rehabilitation centers is representative of the 
settings in which, programs of this type have been tested,
The center is constructed to maximize the use of group 
social pressure to maintain an agreed-upon program from both 
the therapists and the other participants in the therapy,
In both of their settings other subjects have been used as 
models for the new subjects, The therapists' reinforcement 
of the modeling served to both reinforce the act of modeling 
and to vicariously reinforce the subjects (new) for their 
future or current participation in the program, Mahoney
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(in press, cited by Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974) reported 
that this modeling of the role is not only beneficial for 
the reasons given above but that it also helped the new 
subjects to better understand both the goals and the pro
cedures to be used, Bandura (1969) suggested the use of 
group pressures and social reinforcers as the experimenter 
reduced his(her) role. He Stated:

(Persons) , . . who willingly implement reinforce
ment contingencies advocated by a social agency 
for modifying the behavior of their associates 
will similarly alter their own standards of self
reinforcement in the practiced direction (p. 621),

Thus by helping to maintain other members of the rehabilita
tion group the model maintains himself as well. To maximize 
this process Bandura (1969, p, 624) suggests;

The establishment of self-monitoring reinforce
ment systems is essential if induced behavioral 
changes are to generalize and endure , , , ,
Stabilization of changes is most likely to be 
ensured when the standards adopted for self- 
reinforcement result in selective association 
with persons who share similar behavioral norms, 
thus providing social support for one's own 
system of self-evaluation.

The rehabilitation center provides the setting in which 
these social reinforcers can be distributed. The use of the 
center to maximize the effect of the program has been dis
cussed (Goldiamond, 1973; Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974), 
Goldiamond's program was centered around the hospital 
setting, the rehabilitation center, and the desired outcome. 
Through constant participation in his self-monitoring pro
gram, which was reinforced not only by himself but by the
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hospital staff who came to him asking for advice on the 
establishment of similar programs for other subjects, he 
was able to establish the program as a vital part of his 
normal daily routine. Thoresen and Mahoney re-emphasize 
this need to make the self-monitoring program a part of the 
overall therapy program. They state that the program needs 
to be started where external reinforcement is not only 
available but is strong and frequently available, The 
reinforcement must come from the rehabilitation process 
so that the process is, in a sense, a source of reinforce
ment. Gradually the rehabilitation center’s control of 
the program can be shifted to the subject. The studies 
they reviewed showed that the gradual shift of control from 
an external to an internal source of control both completes 
the transfer of reinforcement away from the responsibility 
of t he.therapist and also makes the subjects rely more on 
themselves for both reinforcement and direction,

This transfer is essential, Thoresen and Mahoney 
further suggest that reinforcement be shifted from being 
contigent upon participation in the program to being 
contingent upon the recording and graphing of the data in 
addition to participation in the program,

Another source of reinforcement is the family of the 
subjects (Fordyce, 1971), In most cases the subjects have 
been under the influence of their disability for some time. 
The presence of the disability had acted as a discriminative
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stimulus for others to change their lifestyles to be more 
compatible with that of the disabled person, thus rein
forcing the disabled lifestyle. Fordyce stressed the need 
to change this behavioral relationship» The program needs 
to identify positive aspects of the rehabilitation process 
to the family and support them, so the family will again 
adjust to fit the lifestyle of the subject. This time the 
change will be toward a lifestyle that necessitates the 
continued progress of the subject who is no longer as 
disabled as before the therapy, The family members need 
to be kept well informed of the subjects' progress as they 
will tend to reinforce not only the subjects' progress but 
their participation in the rehabilitation process in total, 
thus reinforcing the self-monitoring part of the process,
The family will look for changes to occur in the home as 
well„ It is also essential for the family members to be 
acquainted with the procedures of data collection and 
graphing to insure proper interpretation of the data. The 
therapist must explain to the family how data reflect the 
recovery process and their heed to reinforce the subjects 
for taking the data. As illustrations of his theories 
Fordyce presented three rehabilitation cases. All showed 
marked improvement in the target behavior (use of a commode 
rather than a bed pan; performing self-help skills as 
combing hair, dressing, etc.; and using sets of training 
weights), Participation in the rehabilitation program and
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improvement in the target behavior were found to be 
functionally related to the times when social interactions 
were contingent upon participation in the total program.

The third area in the development of a program has 
to do with the designs, consistency, generalizability, 
problems, and the reactivity to the program. The design, of 
the programs used previously has varied. The self- 
monitoring programmed groups have typically been compared 
on a pretest-posttest basis to: (1) an existing program,
which may have some of the self-monitoring program's 
components, or (2) the product of not having any program.
The analysis has generally been of the "package" rather 
than the parts, To be able to evaluate a program one needs 
to develop a way to represent the data, Typically both the 
recording and the graphing of the data have been done by 
the subject, with the experimenter making a copy„ Research 
has shown that just the act of recording and graphing a 
behavior will affect the frequency of the behavior or its 
intensity (Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974), There is a con
founding variable that may not be independently analyzable,
To establish a program that can be analyzed there is the 
need to pay special attention to the details of a consistent, 
preset program (Bandura, 1969; Fordyce, 1971), Fordyce 
emphasized that since it Was the goal of any rehabilitation 
program to generalize the behavior to the natural environ^ 
ment, the program must include a preset plan to take the
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training from the center to the person's own environment»
Generalizability is a final source of evaluation on the
effectiveness of the program. It has been a neglected part
of many programs:

By far the most important but most neglected 
aspect of behavioral change is the appropriate 
generalization of established patterns of 
behavior to new situations and their persistence 
after the original controlling conditions have 
been discontinued. The generalization and per
sistence of behavior can be facilitated by . „ ,
transfer of training, alteration of the reinforce
ment practices of the environment, and the 
establishment of self-regulatory functions 
(Bandura, 1969, p. 619).

Bandura did not state how to establish the necessary self- 
regulatory functions, He had tried to incorporate the 
self-regulatory procedures with his contingency management 
programs by making the procedures very explicit and as 
natural a part of the program as possible. Fordyce also 
stressed the importance of developing naturally occurring 
reinforcers in the laboratory setting and training for the 
transfer of the source of reinforcement to an event or an 
object that is in the natural environment, He said that 
one method to help this transfer was to use very high rates 
of pay off in the establishment of both sources of reinforce
ment. Most of the reports that include any feedback from 
the subjects (Thoresen and Mahoney, 1974) reported that the 
subjects were very pleased with the programs,

The present study was an attempt to integrate the 
findings of three overlapping fields in psychology, The



final product was a self-monitored exercise program as an 
aid to recovery from MCP joint arthroplasty, Of importance 
in this study was the feasibility of applying such a program 
and the effects of the program on the subjects and the 
setting,



METHOD

Subjects
The subjects, all females, were recruited through 

the same surgeon. They were candidates for metacarpo
phalangeal (MCP) joint arthroplasty, as they suffered 
severe disabilities of the hand from rheumatoid arthritis. 
Their involvement in the study began with the signing of 
the lay summary and consent form (see Appendix A ) , At the 
time they were recruited the subjects were randomly 
assigned to either the control or the experimental group.

The data to be recorded for both the control and 
the experimental groups consisted of:

1, Degrees of active flexion at all three joints in 
each finger, "Active" denotes the attempt by the 
patient herself to bend her joints, in contrast to 
"passive" flexion that would be conducted by the 
therapist,

2, Degrees of active extension at all three joints in 
each finger,

3, Gross grip strength as measured by a dynamometer. 
These data were taken by the same therapist throughout the 
experiment, The range of motion is defined as the differ<- 
ence between the degrees, of flexion and the degrees of 
extension. The goal of therapy is to maximize the range,
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Examples of these measurements can be seen in Fig. 1. In 
addition, the experimental group was measured for the number 
of MCP flexion acts between sessions. The counter that was 
used to record the attempted number of fists is shown in 
Fig, 3 (p. 32), The counter was set for each subject as
the subjects had ring and long (not index) fingers of 
different length and the length of the pull would have
varied if this would not have been done„

Pre-Surgical Procedures 
The subjects came into the Hand Clinic for the 

first three measurements within two months prior to 
surgery„ They were informed by the physician that they 
would be approached later regarding an experiment. One day 
prior to surgery all the subjects were admitted to the 
hospital. That afternoon they were approached by the 
experimenter. They were told that participation in the 
study was voluntary, were read the lay summary and consent
form, and asked if they would like to participate„ All the
subjects approached agreed to take part in the research.
Upon volunteering they were assigned to the control or the 
experimental group. If they were placed in the control 
group the experimenter waid "Thank you" and left. If they 
were placed in the experimental group they received a talk 
of several minutes about their role in the research. The 
charts and the graphs were explained to these subjects and
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Fig, 1, Measurement of degrees flexion, degrees extension, 
and a diagram of a MCP flexion act —  "A" is a 
finger at zero degrees flexion and zero degrees 
extension at the MP joint. "B" is a finger that is
+20 degrees flexion and -20 degrees extension at 
the MP joint, "C" is a finger that is +55 degrees 
flexion at the MP joint, "D" is a representation 
of a MCP flexion act. Each of the fingers is 
measured as is shown above. All the measurements 
were taken by the same therapist to eliminate the 
possibility of different therapists making differ
ent measurements on the same subject,
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other family members that were present, These two charts 
and the accompanying graphs, which would be part of the 
self-monitoring program, included (see Appendix B for 
examples):

1. Active flexion in degrees at the MP joint in the 
long finger as measured by the therapist.

2. The frequency of MCP flexion acts as specified by 
the mechanical counter,

Each graph was explained as a daily record of the subject's 
hand, The experimenter then gave a brief review of the 
self-monitoring literature to the subjects. Of special 
emphasis in the review was the need for the subjects to 
learn to monitor and control the new movements of their 
hands, The subjects were told the review would be repeated, 
if desired by the subject,, in the Hand Clinic following 
surgery, They were told that a program would be set up to 
investigate systematically the limits of the hand. These 
discussions were designed to tell the subject what she could 
and could not expect her hand to be able to do at that time 
and at other times during the rest of the therapy, By 
graphing the data the subject would have quantitative 
information about how much she could use her hand before the 
limits of toleration were reached, These limits were 
defined as when motion could be executed without swelling or 
pain. The subject was told that exercising and learning the 
limits of her toleration were vital to a speedy and full
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recovery of the use of her hand„ The methods of measuring 
and recording the data concerning the movements of her hand 
were also explained in the same detailed manner, and all 
questions the subject had about the procedure were answered. 
Possible interaction between members of the two groups 
(control and experimental) was minimized by scheduling 
subjects for different therapy times, When overlap could 
not be excluded the subjects were told that they were 
involved in different conditions being run by the experi
menter.

Operational Procedures 
The prescribed surgery iw known as metacarpo

phalangeal joint arthroplasty„ It consists of the removal 
of the diseased metacarpophalangeal (MP) joint and the 
insertion of a flexible silicone-rubber prosthesis in 
replacement, Millender and Nalebuff (1973) provide the 
history and examples of the development of this procedure 
since its first use in 1967, The technique has stayed 
basically the same, but changes have occurred in the type 
of prosthetic implant that is used„ The silicone-rubber 
model now in common use was settled upon because other 
types (metal, hard rubber, and plastic ones) could not take 
as much strain. They either broke or caused the body to 
attempt to reject them as if a foreign body, or both. The 
implant surgery allows for the regaining of motion in a
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formerly immobile joint. The surgery is very complex and 
the hand is nearly completely reconstructed internally at 
the MP joint.. The implant provides space between the 
fingers and an internal splint for stability and proper 
alignment of the joints. The implant generally needs six 
weeks to gain enough stability to perform as described 
without the aid of an external splint,

Post-Surgical Procedures 
The University of Arizona Hand Clinic follows the 

main features of the post-surgical care program as 
described by Nalebuff (19 69) and Swanson (1972) , They 
outlined the typical six^-week program as one in which the 
subject wears one external splint, a dynamic external 
splint. It allowed for support of the implant in the fully 
extended position at the MP joint but at the same time let 
the subject actively move his(her) fingers in a restricted 
range of motion.. The splint also insured that the thumb 
and the wrist exerted no forces on the MP joint during the 
perion within which the implant was taking effect. As the 
implants used here are flexible, they allow motion exercises 
to be performed early in therapy without interfering with 
the operation of the implanted prosthesis in the metacarpal 
and phalangeal bones, Accurate prediction has been diffi-r 
cult of the final range of motion at the MP joint. The



final range may be anywhere from forty to eighty degrees 
for different subjects.

The subject comes in daily for the first two 
weeks of therapy for heat treatments and passive motion 
exercises under the direction of the therapist. The 
therapist flexes and extends the fingers at the MP joints 
without effort on the part of the subject (i,e ,, passively), 
The subject comes in -three times weekly for the next two 
weeks and twice weekly the last two weeks, The subject 
continues to wear both external splints all day, except 
when in the clinic, until the end of the six weeks of 
therapy. During the final four weeks of therapy the amount 
of passive exercise is decreased and the amount of active 
exercise is increased. The subject tries to make the 
fingers flex and extend at the MP joint with or without 
being restrained by the therapist or by the bandst in the 
dynamic splint.

The University of Arizona Hand Clinic follows the 
same program, After surgery the subject spent either one 
or two nights at the hospital and then went home, At the 
end of one week the. subjects returned to the Hand Clinic to 
have the surgical dressings removed. The dynamic brace was 
fitted at that time to all the subjects* During the next 
four days the brace was adjusted as necessary to make its 
fit more comfortable for the subject, The brace is shown 
in Fig, 2. The brace holds the wrist in axial alignment
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Fig. 2. The normal dynamic brace as worn by the control 
subjects —  "A" is a side view of the brace.
"B" is a top view of the brace.



(wrist straight and extended at 15 degrees), The brace has 
a metal outrigger that holds the MP joints in extension, as 
shown, to help prevent early dislocation of the prosthesis. 
All the subjects are asked to flex the MP joints in the 
brace and actively work toward flexion for the first two 
weeks. All the exercises were done without side motion at 
the MP joint to allow for the generation of scar tissue 
between the implants. The scar tissue adds stability to 
the implants and aids in retarding the re-occurrence of 
ulnar deviation. At three weeks the subjects are evaluated 
and placed inflexion or extension or alternated as indicated 
by the measurements at that point in therapy,

The experimental group underwent the same treatment 
as the control group so as to receive the same number of 
exercises, sessions, heat treatments, and measurements,
After the four day period of adjustment a counter was 
installed on the brace. The counter can be seen in Fig„ 3, 
The subjects were then asked if they had any questions 
about the graphs and data that they were to collect. If 
so, the questions were answered. The subject was reminded 
of the self-monitoring principles as well, This discussion 
took place in front of the subject, and the therapist, It 
was led by the experimenter. The counter was attached to 
the subject’s hand by two metal wires from the lever to 
loops that went around the metaphalangeal bone in the 
middle two fingers (long and ring)„ Initially the therapist



Fig. 3. The dynamic hand brace as worn by the experimental 
subjects —  "A" is a side view of the brace.
Notice how the counter is attached at the wrist 
and how the wires to the fingers are over the 
bridge. The wires also were connected as parallel 
as possible to the rubber bands. "B" is a top
view of the same splint. The subject's fingers 
are resting on the counter, causing one of the 
wires to appear loose,
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Fig. 3. The dynamic hand brace as worn by the experimental 
subjects.
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took daily readings of the number of MCP flexion acts to 
establish the program. The initial goals were a count of 
five attempted fists on the first day and ten on the second 
day. From then on the subject was instructed to keep 
increasing the daily number of acts (fists) as fast as she 
felt her hand could tolerate the increase in exercise,
The initial limits served as a safety factor in preventing 
over-r-exercise the first days. The urge for continual 
improvement was made with the idea (verbally expressed to 
the subjects) that as they were able to exercise more they 
were able to control more uses of their hand, The subjects 
were thus given a preset goal for exercise outside the 
clinic, The goal setting was an essential part of the self
monitoring programe It modelled control procedures for the 
subject and also set a basis for feedback concerning the 
exercise e For the first time in several years these 
subjects could move their hand, All of them expressed 
pleasure and fear, They were afraid that they would break 
the prosthesis, or hurt muscles, or both, The original 
therapy (equivalent to the control group) was based on the 
hypothesis that the knowledge of being able to move in the 
splint would generalize to the natural environment after the 
brace was removed, as the subject had worn and moyed in the 
brace outside the clinic during therapy, The experimental 
group would have numerical proof of this ability„
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In addition to the feedback given by the counter 

the experimental subjects received (as part of the self
monitoring package) feedback regarding the number of 
degrees of active flexion of the long finger at the MP 
joint. The therapist gave these data to the subject as 
soon as the measurements were taken. The therapist watched 
as the subject entered these data as well as the number of 
attempted fists on her charts and graphs. The subject 
continued to make fists between sessions as well as during 
the sessions. The average number of fists made daily was 
calculated and the therapist praised the subject as she 
graphed the data. The praise was, for example, "Your hand 
did better today. It has improved five degrees since last 
week. Also you averaged thirty-five fists for the past 
three days which is better than the twenty a day you did 
last week. You are doing a good job in both controlling 
your hand and writing down how you are using your hand,"
The control group only received qualitative feedback after 
the data were taken as: "Your hand did better today," or 
"Your hand did not do as well as last time," This procedure 
was followed during each therapy session for the second 
through the sixth week, For the first two weeks the hand 
was kept in extension. The last four weeks consisted of 
alternation between extension (in the daytime with the 
counter attached) and flexion (at night with bands pulling 
the proximal phalanx bone into flexion toward the passive
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formation of a fist without the counter attached)» This 
alternation was done by the subjects in both groups at 
home, after instructions and modeling by the therapist in 
the Hand Clinic. The flexion bands were anchored to a 
separate band attached around the underside of the wrist.

At the end of the six week period the counters were 
removed. Both groups then reduced the time of wearing the 
brace from twenty-four hours a day to night-time wearing 
only. They alternated nights in flexion and extension.
They were asked by the experimenter to comment on their 
reactions to the counter, the self-monitoring, the graphing, 
the therapy, and ideas on how to improve the program. The 
subjects returned to the clinic at three and six months 
after surgery for check-ups and measurements.



RESULTS

Range of Motion 
The range of motion of the long finger at the MP 

joint alone was analyzed, Myers’ (1972) methods of
supplying two missing data points were used, These two 
points were lost for different reasons that are discussed 
later„ The range of motion, in degrees, is shown in 
Table 1,

Table 1, The range of motion at the MP joint in degrees, of 
subjects over time —  "C " refers to the control 
subjects and 11E" to the four experimental 
subjects. All the data were taken within two days 
of the designated times„ The two points with the 
asterisks were missing and were derived by use of
Myers' (197 2) methods '

Subject 2 weeks 1 month 2 months 3 months 6 months
C-l 34° 33° 61° 62° 59°
C-2 55° 52° 68° 58° 56°
C-3 37° 57° 42° 41° 39°*
C^4 37° ■ 78° 85° 8 5° 83°

Ontean 38,3° 55,0° 64, 0° 61,5° 59,3°
E-l 42° 52° 8 5° 85° 95°
E-2 3 6° 56° 61° 70° 72°
E-̂ 3 51° 46° 65° 77° 76°
E t-4 61° 46° 47° 55° 57°*

E'-mean 47,5° 50,0° 64,5° 71,8° 75,0°
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An analysis of variance of the range of motion 
showed no significant difference? (F = 0.3, p > .25) 
between the groups, when tested over the entire six months 
of therapy and the subjects' return to their home life.
Each group was then analyzed for significant changes in 
range of motion from the second to the sixth month after 
surgery to see if there were any changes after the subjects 
had returned to their homes.

Table 2 shows the analysis, which indicates that 
for the experimental subjects there was a significant 
effect (F = 14,2, p < ,05) over the latter four month 
period. The control subjects' scores did not change 
significantly over time.

Table 2, Analysis of variance for the time effect (JB) on 
the range of motion at the MP joint in degrees 
from two to six months after surgery of the 
control and the experimental groups — r The subject 
variance is labelled S. The control group did not 
reach a significant level while the experimental 
group had a significant time effect.

sv DF MS F P

B 2
Control Group 
22.5835 2,7374 > . 05

S 3 956.75
SB 6 8.25

B 2
Experimental Group 
115.5835 14,2015 LDOV

S 3 636,9723
SB 6 8,1388
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Tukey1s Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test 

was performed on the changes in each group from two to three 
to six months after surgery. The differences in the degrees 
range of motion between the means at those times for the 
control group (2.5 degrees from two to three months, 2.3 
degrees from three to six months and 4.8 degrees from two 
to six months) all fell short of the requirement for the 
HSD test (35.6), The experimental group's degrees range 
of motion changes (7.3 from two to three months, 3,3 from 
three to six months and 10,5 from two to six months) also 
fell short of the HSD (160) minimum for significance. The 
lack of significance could be' due to the small number of 
subjects in the study. When graphically represented (see 
Fig, 4) the individual subjects in the experimental group 
show increases in the range of motion over this time while 
the control subjects do not. Three control subjects had 
small losses (2, 2, and 3 degrees) while one control subject 
had a larger loss (12 degrees). The grouped data show the 
difference. The two groups' data (range of motion) are 
similar for the first two months and then all the control 
group scores decrease by an average of 4,75° while the 
experimental group shows an increase (10,5°) in the range of 
motion over all the subjects (Fig. 5).

Two experimental subjects dropped out of the study 
and received the normal therapy (i.e., equivalent to the 
control group), Their data revealed the same downward curve
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as the control group's data. One of the two stopped 
participation because her hand reacted to some of the 
medication she was given after surgery. The medication 
caused her hand to swell the day the brace was fitted.
■The brace was subsequently removed and she was put back a 
week in the program. She never actually wore the counter. 
The next subject who was recruited was placed in her 
position. The other subject stopped after having the 
counter on her brace for one day. She said that the. 
counter felt uncomfortable and that she was afraid the 
counter or the lever might damage her clothing.

Other Measures 
There were no significant differences between the 

groups over time in their gross grip strength over the six 
month period (_p > ,25) , The degrees range of motion of the 
experimental subjects was correlated with the number of MCP 
flexion acts. The linear correlations of the four > 
subjects varied considerably (+.94, +.53, +.36, and -.46) 
indicating that range of motion was not correlated, to the 
same degree, to the number of MCP flexion acts across 
subjects.



DISCUSSION

This study showed that with minimal effort a self
monitoring program can be practically applied in a 
rehabilitation setting that is already established and has 
a full-time program. Thus other rehabilitation settings 
than the Hand Clinic should be applicable for interventions 
of this type.

The particular self-monitoring program that was 
tested helped experimental subjects to recover from MCP 
joint arthroplasty surgery. The program not only had an 
effect on the subjects but also on the behavior of the other 
people in the clinic, namely the therapists. Implications 
were made regarding future uses of self-monitoring programs 
in rehabilitation settings.

Effects of the Procedure oh the Subjects 
Even though the data obtained in this study do not 

show significance for the entire length of therapy there 
were differences during the four months following therapy. 
Perhaps the term control group should be put into quotations 
when comparing those subjects with the self-monitoring 
subjects, As is usual in most applied settings there was 
no true control group against which to compare the self- 
monitoring group as no such group existed. Here the
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"control" subjects were already participating in a program 
that had many of the parts of the self-monitoring program. 
The "control" subjects were already under group pressure 
and reinforcement from the group and therapists to continue 
with their therapy. They already modelled successes.

Effects of the Procedure on the Setting 
The Hand Clinic was a behaviorally oriented 

rehabilitation center. Reinforcement (social) from the 
therapists was contingent upon attendance, participation, 
and improvement in their recovery, The therapists used 
advanced patients as models for the recently operated and 
potential patients who wanted to know about the procedure 
(operation and the rehabilitation program), Modeling was 
also socially reinforced,

Initially the staff seemed very uneasy about having 
another person in the clinic» They voiced concern oyer, the 
idea of the experimenter being present to evaluate their 
work. This uneasiness was removed, to a large degree, by 
weekly sessions with, the staff to discuss the events of 
the clinic and by asking the therapists questions about the 
procedures in use. Between the initial observation made 
in the clinic and the start of the research two months of 
observation by the experimenter took place. During this 
time changes in the rehabilitation program were made by the 
therapists in their gathering and use of data, They began



to collect data twice a week rather than only once and began 
to review the measurements with the subjects in the 
qualitative manner the "control" subjects received feedback 
in contrast to not giving any (or rarely giving any) 
feedback to the subjects. Another change was in the 
graphing of the data by the staff for the first time. At 
the end of the study the staff was beginning to graph the 
recovery of the subjects on one graph to do an overall 
evaluation of their effectiveness.

Feedback from the Subjects 
At the end of their participation in the first two 

months of therapy all the subjects were interviewed by the 
experimenter, The subjects were asked for comments about 
the rehabilitation process in which they had taken part and, 
in particular, to describe the ways they felt it was good, 
poor, or needed improvement. Two of the experimental 
subjects expressed pleasure at being able to control their 
hands in such, a rigid therapy program at home as well as at 
the Clinic, A third, selfrmonitoring subject voiced dis^ 
pleasure at being subjected to such a procedure as this one. 
She did not like being so "controlled11 at home and stated 
that she stayed with the program only in order to please the 
physician, therapists, and experimenter. A fourth self
monitoring subject did not speak English (no interpreter 
was used) , She appeared to comprehend the self'-monitoring
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program as she smiled, laughed and nodded her head when she 
improved on her home program and acted sad when she failed 
to increase her number of attempted fists. She was able to 
graph the data.

The four "control" subjects were then told about 
the self^monitoring program and asked for comments. They 
stated that they were generally happy with the clinic's 
program but that the idea of doing their own home program 
seemed appealing. They felt this type of program might 
reduce the number of visits to the clinic, and lower costs.

Implications for the Future 
Just as this program had effects on the setting 

and the subjects so should other similar self^monitoring 
programs. Whether the current status of a rehabilitation 
center is behavioristic or not its effectiveness can 
probably be improved by the use of a self-monitoring 
program. Use of such a program would make evaluations of 
the program easier to conduct by the staff,

The subjects and the therapists would both gain 
from the use of such a program in at least three ways.
First the subjects are able to take more responsibility for 
their own recovery and their time commitment to the 
rehabilitation clinic is reduced, Secondly the cost of 
the rehabilitation program to the subject is subsequently 
reduceable. Finally the time commitment of the clinic to
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each.subject is reduced and the clinic and therapists can 
have time freed in which to service more subjects. The 
self-monitoring program is easily communicated to people in 
the rehabilitation field. Just as the therapists in this 
clinic were able to put some of the changes into their 
program before and after the research took place other 
therapists are capable of engineering or adjusting their 
current programs once the self-monitoring technology is 
explained to them.

Self-monitoring programs can play a significant 
role in rehabilitation therapy„ They make the therapist 
and the subject realize that the subject needs to be 
trained to control himself as that is the goal of 
rehabilitation. Self-monitoring programs allow for this 
training to occur and be reinforced by the therapist. 
Self-monitoring programs generally give the therapist more 
data on which to evaluate the subject's recovery, to 
discuss the capabilities of the subject, to plan future 
steps, and to evaluate those steps,



APPENDIX A

LAY SUMMARY

This study will .deal with the effects of new 
methods of data collection and how these methods affect 
recovery following your hand surgery. Self'-monitor ization 
methods are a recent concept and are known to be helpful 
in many training of new skills situations. These methods 
have not yet been tested in recovery to hand surgery,
There is no risk involved.

You will randomly be assigned to either a control or 
a study group. Surgery and physical therapy following 
surgery will be exactly the same for both groups, The 
study will in no way interfere in the regularly prescribed 
physical therapy. Because the investigator wants your 
observations to be as objective as possible you will not be 
told which group you are in. Participation in the study 
will not prolong the length of time you would normally be 
treated, Certain other post-operative check-ups as are now 
in use will be kept/ to check the recovery at a few later 
dates within one year of the study.

The nature and requirements of the study have been 
clearly explained to me by the investigator and I understand 
the purpose of the study and its possible benefits and
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risks. I have been informed that there will be no charge 
for these studies, the cost of which will be borne by the 
Clinical Research Unit budget, I also understand that I 
may withdraw from the study at any time, and refusal to 
participate will in no way change my relationship with my 
physician or affect the quality of my treatment,

Signed Dr, John W, Madden Date



APPENDIX B

EXAMPLES OF CHARTS AND GRAPHS USED BY THE SUBJECTS
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"This is a chart and graph of how much flexion you have in your MP joint."
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Examples of the chart and graph used to record degrees of active flexion, 
were labeled by the experimenter and the subject in the presence of the 
therapist at the first therapy session.
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"This is a graph and a chart of how many fists you can make."
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Examples of the chart and graph used by the subjects to record their number of 
attempted fists. They were labeled by the experimenter and the subject in the 
presence of the therapist at the first therapy session.
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